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	This book offers an insightful account of Arab popular culture through the lens of about four hundred annotated Jordanian proverbs. The collection touches on almost every aspect of daily life (including animals, kinship, religion, weather, generosity, money, food, and love). The proverbs cover a wide spectrum of morals related to competence, appearance, ignorance, naivety, corruption, wisdom, experience, courage, and kindness, among many others. Specialized readers, including linguists, translators, anthropologists, psychologists, diplomats, and military persons, among others, will find significant material and insights relevant to their work in this book. It serves to provide the reader with a better, deeper understanding of Jordanian/Arab mentality and behaviour, which will encourage intercultural communication and help remove several socially-biased stereotypes, in addition to enriching the culture of proverbs in human language.
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The Handbook of Communication and Corporate Reputation (Handbooks in Communication and Media)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	With the latest insights from the world of communication studies into the nature of corporate reputation, this new addition to Wiley-Blackwell’s series of handbooks on communication and media reflects the growing visibility of large businesses’ ethical profiles, and tracks the benefits that positive public attitudes can bring.
...
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Perl to Python MigrationAddison Wesley, 2001
The first section of Perl to Python Programming will show you the basic layout and approach of the two languages whilst the second section moves on to the specific differences of using Python data types and objects over Perl variables. The book then looks at the core technologies behind the Python...
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Practical JIRA PluginsO'Reilly, 2011

	This book is about plugins for JIRA, the popular issue tracker from Atlassian. An issue
	tracker lets people collaborate better when there are things to be done. You can use an
	issue tracker for everything from tracking bugs in software, to customer support requests,
	and beyond. Plugins extend what JIRA can do and can be developed...
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Research Methodology in Marketing: Theory Development, Empirical Approaches and Philosophy of Science ConsiderationsSpringer, 2019

	
		This textbook describes and explains the fundamentals of applying empirical methods for theory building and theory testing in marketing research. The authors explain the foundations in philosophy of science and the various methodological approaches to readers who are working empirically with the purpose of developing and testing...
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How to Cheat at Managing Windows Server Update ServicesSyngress Publishing, 2005
Automate Patch Management Across Your Network If you manage a Microsoft Windows network, you probably find yourself overwhelmed at times by the sheer volume of updates and patches released by Microsoft for its products. You know these updates are critical to keep your network running efficiently and securely, but staying current...
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Getting a Social Media Job For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Your no-nonsense guide to getting a job in social media


	Looking to snag a social media position? This fun and practical guide shows you how to stand out from the competition and land your dream job in social media. Inside, you'll find expert and easy-to-follow guidance on where you should look for a job in social media,...
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